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Competition between photochemistry and energy transfer in ultraviolet-
excited diazabenzenes. I. Photofragmentation studies of pyrazine
at 248 nm and 266 nm
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The quantum yield for the formation of HCN from the photodissociation of pyrazine excited at 248
nm and 266 nm is determined by IR diode probing of the HCN photoproduct. HCN photoproducts
from excited pyrazine are produced via three different dissociation channels, one that is extremely
‘‘prompt’’ and two others that are ‘‘late.’’ The total quantum yield from all reaction channels
obtained at low quencher gas pressures,f51.360.2 for 248 nm and 0.560.3 for 266 nm, is in
agreement with preliminary studies of this process as well as recent molecular beam studies. To
investigate if HCN production is the result of pyrazine multiphoton absorption, this
photodissociation process has been further studied by observing the HCN quantum yield as a
function of total quencher gas pressure~10 mTorr pyrazine, balance SF6! and as a function of 248
nm laser fluence from 2.8 to 82 mJ/cm2. At the highest SF6 pressures, the HCN quantum yield
shows strong positive correlation with laser fluence, indicating that the ‘‘prompt’’ channel is the
result of multiphoton absorption; however, at low pressure, the HCN quantum yield is affected little
by changing laser fluence, indicating that the majority of the HCN photoproducts at low pressure are
produced from pyrazine which has absorbed only one UV photon. At the lowest pressures sampled,
HCN produced from the one-photon ‘‘late’’ process accounts for more than 95% of all HCN formed
~at low laser fluence!. At high pressures the single photon ‘‘late’’ pyrazine dissociation is quenched,
and HCN produced at high quencher gas pressures comes only from the multiphoton absorption
channel, which can be clearly observed to depend on laser fluence. The HCN quantum yield as a
function of laser intensity at high pressure has been fit to a quadratic function that can be used to
determine the amount of ‘‘prompt’’ ‘‘unquenched’’ HCN produced from multiphoton
photodissociation. Additionally, the information theoretic prior functions for energy disposal in the
248 nm photodissociation of pyrazine to form HCN have also been developed. Prior functions for
one, two, and three-photon absorption indicate that only HCN with near room temperature
translational energy comes from the one-photon process and that all HCN molecules with large
amounts of translational energy are produced by multiphoton processes. Finally, analysis of the
quenching data within the context of a strong collision model allows an estimate of the rate constant
for HCN production from pyrazine for the major ‘‘late’’ channel,kd1s51.693105 s21, for 248 nm
excitation, andkd1s51.333104 s21 for 266 nm excitation. After 266 nm excitation, pyrazine
produced by the major one-photon channel lives for almost an order of magnitude longer than after
248 nm excitation. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!00310-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years pyrazine (C4H4N2) has be-
come a very important molecule in the study of collisional
energy transfer mechanisms. The favorable spectroscopic
characteristics of this molecule, namely its propensity to both
fluoresce1 and phosphoresce2,3 at low energies as well as its
internal conversion properties, have made it a model system

to study vibrational energy transfer following photoexcita-
tion. The collisional behavior of pyrazine in excited elec-
tronic states has been investigated by several groups. Weis-
man and co-workers2–5 have probed the collisional
relaxation of triplet state pyrazine containing varying
amounts of excess vibrational energy, and Rice and
co-workers1 have investigated the intermode vibrational en-
ergy transfer in electronically excited singlet pyrazine. Troe
and co-workers6–8 using an ultraviolet~UV! absorption tech-
nique and Barker and co-workers9–15 using time-resolved in-
frared fluorescence~IRF! studies have amassed an extensive
collection of data on the average energy transferred per col-
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lision by highly vibrationally excited polyatomics~pyrazine
among them! in both the ground and first electronically ex-
cited singlet states.

One reason for the substantial interest in pyrazine as a
donor in energy transfer studies is the subnanosecondS2

→T intersystem crossing time during which excited pyrazine
molecules are quickly converted into vibrationally excited
triplet states2 with near unity yield. Furthermore, pyrazine
subsequently decays quickly almost exclusively byT→S0

intersystem crossing producing highly vibrationally excited
ground state molecules. On the time scale of single collision
events in low pressure gas mixtures~20 mTorr!, this inter-
system crossing time~approximately 35–50 ns! is much
faster than the gas kinetic collision time~4 ms!.16–19

Experiments in this laboratory have focused on using
pyrazine as a highly vibrationally excited donor in collisions
with simple bath molecules, whose states can be probed with
quantum state resolution after the collision event has
occurred.20–23 The IR diode laser probe technique has been
used to measure the nascent rotational and translational ex-
citation in various vibrational states of CO2 following colli-
sions with vibrationally hot pyrazine.24–27 The results from
these studies have been used to determine the average energy
transferred from pyrazine to CO2 in a single collision as well
as the probability of that collision; further, the data can also
be inverted to determine the probability distribution function,
P(E,E8).28,29

In addition to favorable spectroscopic properties,
aromatic molecules have a propensity to dissociate after ab-
sorption of UV radiation. Excited benzene, for example,
dissociates to form benzyne and other fragments under col-
lision free conditions.30–32 Even though in some instances
these photoproduct yields are small, in collisional energy
transfer studies the extent to which photodecomposition
takes place is important, as photochemistry may interfere
with interpretation of energy transfer data.14 Understanding
the photochemistry of collisional donor molecules is of
particular importance in studies that probe the collision part-
ner, since the bath molecule is blind to the identity of the
donor.33

Nakashima and Yoshihara observed photoproduct for-
mation from benzene at 248 nm. They concluded that the
nascent photoproduct in their system resulted largely from
multiphoton processes~laser fluences 40–90 mJ/cm2!.34,35

This is likely the result of the propensity for aromatic mol-
ecules to undergo multiphoton absorption. Dissociation fol-
lowing single or multiphoton absorption of UV radiation is
not limited to benzene but has also been observed in other
aromatic systems.11–13

Over the past several years, the study of pyrazine pho-
tochemistry has increased tremendously,36–40including some
investigations of pyrazine dissociation after 248 nm absorp-
tion to form HCN.33,41–43As noted above, these studies are
of particular interest to those who have used pyrazine and
other azabenzenes as donors in collisional energy transfer
studies due to the fact that the photoproducts may provide a
second donor for collisional energy transfer clouding inter-
pretation of energy transfer results. Despite the fact that great
care was taken to ensure that these pyrazine photofragmen-
tation studies were conducted in the region of linear pyrazine
UV absorption, preliminary evidence suggested that some
HCN produced in our initial studies of the photodissociation
of pyrazine could be the result of multiphoton absorption.43

Therefore, a careful study of the nature of the intensity de-
pendence in the photodissociation of pyrazine is of consid-
erable importance. This is a particularly cogent issue in as-
sessing the relative influence of fast photofragments, which
are more likely to be produced by multiphoton absorption
than by single photon absorption.

The work described in this paper is the first part of a
series of papers focusing attention on the competition be-
tween collisional deactivation and decomposition in highly
vibrationally excited azabenzene systems. The particular aim
of this paper is to determine~1! the lifetime of the excited
pyrazine,~2! the dependence of the excited pyrazine lifetime
on excitation energy,~3! the influence of collisional energy
transfer~quencher gas pressure! on the photoproduct yield,
and ~4! the characteristics of any multiphoton absorption
channels and their effect on the identity of the donor in col-
lisional energy transfer studies. The experiments described
are similar to the simple quenching studies performed earlier
but investigate fully the intensity dependence of the photof-
ragmentation and quenching processes.43 The implications
for these photofragmentation studies for recent energy trans-
fer studies27 are investigated and discussed in the following
companion paper.44 A third and fourth study will include
results from similar investigations of methylpyrazine as well
as the di- and tri-substituted methylpyrazines, respectively,
which provide insight into the mechanism of the dissociative
process.

The first experiment in the present study, a classic
quenching investigation in which the HCN quantum yield is
measured as a function of quencher gas pressure, was per-
formed to determine the rate constant for the photofragmen-
tation of pyrazine excited at 248 nm and 266 nm. This ex-
periment can be described by the following equations:

pyrazine1hn~248 or 266 nm!→pyrazineE8 ~production of excited pyrazine!,

pyrazineE81quencher→pyrazineE82DE1quencher ~collisional quenching!,

pyrazineE8→HCN1C3H3N ~unimolecular fragmentation!,

HCN~0000,J!1hn~;3.1mm!→HCN~0001,J21! ~IR probe!.

5830 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 13, 1 April 2000 Sevy et al.
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Typically, a number of UV laser shots are fired into a closed
cell, and after allowing time for the system to reach equilib-
rium, the HCN population is probed using an IR diode laser.
Additionally, CO2, SF6, and self-quenching were studied. To
determine the influence of pump laser intensity on the
photofragmentation process, the intensity of the UV source is
also varied and the above described quenching experiment
repeated. In these intensity dependent studies, SF6 was used
as the quencher gas, except at the lowest pressure~10
mTorr!, where only pyrazine was placed in the cell.

In addition to the quenching studies, information theo-
retic prior calculations were performed to assess the transla-
tional energy probability distribution of HCN photoproducts.
These calculations were carried out for several different val-
ues of the available energy in order to correlate this distribu-
tion with the intensity of the laser pump source in the experi-
ments.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental technique for determining quantum
yields has been described previously43 and will only be
briefly outlined here. A closed Pyrex cell contains gas-phase
samples of pyrazine, in some cases mixed with CO2 or SF6

quencher gas. Typically, UV laser pulses from either a KrF
excimer laser~Lambda Physik EMG 201, 15 ns pulse width!
at 248 nm or a frequency-quadrupled Nd-YAG laser~Coher-
ent NY81, 10 ns pulse width! at 266 nm excite the sample at
a 1 Hz repetition rate. Studies have shown that pyrazine is
extremely susceptible to multiphoton absorption, as will be
discussed further in this work; therefore, the UV pulse en-
ergy for all data in this paper will be noted in mJ/cm2. A
series of glass plates set at Brewster’s angle are used to at-
tenuate the intensity of the laser where necessary. The colli-
mation of the'1.5 cm diam beam is adjusted to ensure that
the UV beam emerges from the cell unattenuated by the 2.5
cm diam cell aperture, and the beam is turned with a dichroic
mirror coated to reflect 248/266 nm wavelengths into a joule-
meter detector~Gentec, ED-200!, which gives 10.5 mV per
mJ response at these wavelengths. Typically, the peak height
from the UV signal is determined by averaging 40 laser
pulses with a digital oscilloscope~LeCroy 9354A!.

The amount of HCN photoproduct is measured by infra-
red absorption using an IR diode laser technique.45 A cw, 3.1
mm diode laser beam~Mütek! propagates collinearly with
the UV beam through the cell and passes through a mono-
chromator~Bausch & Lomb, 0.5 m! to select a single diode
laser mode. The diode laser controller~Laser Analytics!
modulates the laser frequency over the entireP22 0000
→0001 absorption line of HCN at 1 kHz, and the central
diode laser frequency is actively locked using a technique
described below. The digital oscilloscope records the ampli-
fied signal from a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector~Santa
Barbara Research Center! placed at the exit slit of the mono-
chromator. A dual-channel acquisition technique27 is used to
compensate for diode laser intensity fluctuations, and the re-
sult from the summed-average of 1000 sweeps across the
absorption line is stored. This signal is usually acquired sev-
eral minutes after the UV exposure is complete to allow for
equilibration of the cell contents. In addition to correcting for

short term fluctuations in laser intensity, variations in diode
laser power across the absorption line are corrected for by
subtracting the IR signal obtained from an empty cell from
the absorption signals obtained from a cell filled with
sample.

Active locking of the diode laser frequency to a HCN
absorption line is accomplished using a separate HCN refer-
ence cell.24 A 30 cm long Pyrex reference cell filled with
1,3,5-triazine is irradiated with 248 nm excimer laser pulses,
thus producing HCN via 1,3,5-triazine photodissociation.46,47

Approximately 10% of the diode laser beam is directed by a
beamsplitter into the reference cell, through a monochro-
mator~Instruments SA Inc., HR-320!, and then focused onto
an InSb detector~Santa Barbara Research Center! followed
by a high gain preamplifier. The HCN IR absorption signal
from the reference detector is input to a lock-in amplifier
~Princeton Applied Research, Model 117!, the output of
which is used as an error signal sent to the diode laser con-
troller, thus keeping the diode laser frequency locked to the
HCN absorption transition.

To determine the dependence of pyrazine photodissocia-
tion on UV pump intensity, the quenching study described
above was repeated at multiple UV pump laser intensities.
The intensity was changed by varying the number of win-
dows in a Brewster stack. UV intensities from approximately
90 mJ/cm2 to 1 mJ/ cm2 were used. For the SF6 quenching
studies, 10 mTorr of pyrazine was placed into a 10 cm long
cell and then various amounts of SF6 were added. The 10 cm
cell was used rather than the 300 cm cell to improve the
uniformity of the UV beam (I 0) as a function of cell length
~z!. Even with gas in the cell, the UV laser intensity at the
front of the 10 cm cell is close to the UV laser intensity at the
end of the cell; when using a 300 cm cell this is not the case.
Additionally, because the excimer beam diverges as a func-
tion of cell length (z), for long cells the intensity of the
beam decreases significantly as a function of cell length.
This is also the reason that SF6 was used as the quencher in
these studies rather than pyrazine itself, to keep the UV ex-
posure down the cell as close to constant as possible. Valves
at each end of the cell were closed before the UV laser was
fired to provide a more accurate measurement of the cell
volume, an important value for the calculation of the total
HCN produced in the experiment.

Pyrazine~Aldrich, 991%! is purified by several freeze
~77 K!/pump/thaw cycles; CO2 ~Matheson, 99.995%! and
SF6 ~Matheson, 99.995%! are used without further purifica-
tion. Gas pressures in the cell were monitored with either a 1
Torr ~MKS-Baratron 220 C! or a 10 Torr ~MKS-Baratron
222BA! capacitance manometer, depending on the pressure
range.

III. RESULTS

A. Approach to quantum yield calculations and
measurements

The quantum yield,f, for the production of HCN
following UV photodissociation is the ratio of the number
of HCN molecules produced,NHCN, to the number of pho-
tons absorbed,Nabs or f5NHCN/Nabs.

48 Nabs is calculated

5831J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 13, 1 April 2000 UV-excited diazabenzenes. I
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from the total UV energy absorbed,Eabs, with Nabs

5Eabs(l/hc), wherel is wavelength,h is Planck’s constant,
andc is the speed of light.Eabs5E02E is measured as the
difference between the energy emerging from an empty cell,
E0 , and filled cell,E, using a calibrated joulemeter.

The number of HCN molecules produced is determined
by measuring IR absorption on then3 , P22 transition of
HCN (n53241.7488 cm21). ~It should be noted that the
HCN population inJ522 is very sensitive to temperature,
which is a potential source of error in the measurement of the
HCN concentration and consequentlyf.! The dual-channel
acquisition technique yields the fractional IR absorption,x,
which is defined byx5DI /I , where I 5I 02DI . Figure 1
shows the fractional IR absorption by HCN resulting from
248 nm photodissociation at three different initial pyrazine
pressures. The desired quantity for calculating absorbance is
I /I 051/(11uxu), where the absolute value ofx is used sim-
ply because the negatively-biased IR detector yieldsx with
negative values. The number of HCN molecules is then
NHCN52 ln(1/(11uxu))V/s l ,49 where V is the vacuum
manifold volume consisting mostly of the cell volume of
length l, and s is the absorption cross section for this IR
transition. Assuming a Doppler lineshape function for this
absorption line and using a literature value for the HCNP22
line strengthS53.88310220cm21 ~cm2/molecule!,50 we cal-
culates54.71310218cm2. Figure 1 shows clearly that the
absorbed IR radiation fails to increase continually with in-
creasing pyrazine pressure. The number of UV photons ab-
sorbed continues to increase~as long as the cell is not opaque
to the laser beam! with increasing pyrazine pressure; there-
fore, the quantum yield falls off with increasing pyrazine
pressure. The quantum yields for the pressures shown in Fig.
1 are 1.1660.24, 0.5460.10, and 0.1060.02 for 2, 20, and
200 mTorr, respectively.

B. Self-quenching of excited pyrazine

The dramatic decline in the HCN quantum yield from
UV-excited pyrazine as a function of increasing pressure

over three decades is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The quantum yields
from 266 nm excitation are significantly less than the 248 nm
values at the same pressures. Note that the quantum yield
falls to less than half of the maximum value found at the
lowest pressure within the first decade~1–10 mTorr!. The
significant quenching occurring at these low pressures sug-
gests that the photodissociation process is quite slow, occur-
ring on a microsecond time scale. Another feature of these
quenching curves is that the quantum yield in the limit of
high pressure appears to level off at some small nonzero
value. This is the clearest evidence of a second, ‘‘prompt’’
HCN production channel that is, therefore, less easily
quenched. At higher pressures this channel too will eventu-
ally be quenched. There is strong evidence to suggest that
this second, fast HCN product channel is the result of mul-
tiphoton absorption by pyrazine. This is discussed at length
below.

An interesting feature of Fig. 2~a! is that the quantum
yield for 248 nm excitation of pyrazine in the low pressure
limit exceeds unity below about 5 mTorr. Although quantum
yield measurements in this low pressure regime are subject
to relatively large error, this is not necessarily an unrealistic
result because pyrazine may fragment in such a way that two
HCN molecules and acetylene are formed,

FIG. 1. HCN photoproduct IR absorption signals recorded after pyrazine
sample exposure to UV excitation~40 laser shots! for several pyrazine pres-
sures~a! 2 mTorr,~b! 20 mTorr, and~c! 200 mTorr. Signals are the summed
average of 1000 sweeps of the diode laser locked to the center of theP22
absorption line of HCNn3 at 3241.7488 cm21. The magnitude of the frac-
tional IR absorbed,x, for each of these pressures is~a! 0.021,~b! 0.051, and
~c! 0.010. The full-width at half-maximum~FWHM! for each plot is essen-
tially the same, 0.007760.0001 cm21 which corresponds to a room tem-
perature Doppler broadened absorption line ofT529768 K. Measurements
were conducted at a UV laser fluence of 9.5 mJ/cm2.

FIG. 2. Quenching curves showing the HCN quantum yield dependence on
pressure.~a! Displays the collisional quenching of excited pyrazine by un-
excited pyrazine. The circles represent the HCN quantum yield after 248 nm
excitation, while the diamonds represent the data after 266 nm excitation.
~b! CO2-quenching curves for pyrazine showing the HCN quantum yield
dependence on total pressure~in a mixture of 10 mTorr of pyrazine with
balance CO2!; the circles are for 248 nm excitation, and the diamonds are
for 266 nm excitation. Quantum yield measurements obtained for 248 nm
and 266 nm excitation were conducted at UV laser fluences of 9.5 mJ/cm2

and 5.0 mJ/cm2, respectively.

5832 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 13, 1 April 2000 Sevy et al.
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C4H4N21hn→2HCN1C2H2. ~Channel 2!

Strong acetylene absorption lines exist in the frequency
range of the diode laser used to probe HCN, allowing for a
measurement of the acetylene quantum yield for 248 nm
excitation of pyrazine. These results show a maximum C2H2

quantum yield of no more than 0.03, indicating a HCN quan-
tum yield of 0.06 from this channel. A self-quenching curve
for the acetylene quantum yield as a function of pressure,
analogous to Fig. 2~a!, indicates that the quenching of this
acetylene producing channel occurs at an even lower pres-
sure than for the dominant HCN product channel.

This ‘‘extra’’ HCN which is produced via ‘‘Channel 2’’
easily accounts for the greater than 1 quantum yield. At the
lowest pressures, the maximum HCN quantum yield is ap-
proximately 1.260.15 which is within error limits of the
theoretical maximum quantum yield of 1.06 determined by
adding the maximum off51.0 from the 1 HCN channel and
f50.06 from the 2 HCN channel. Sources of uncertainty are
discussed below.

C. CO2 quenching of excited diazabenzenes

The dependence of the HCN quantum yield on added
CO2 acting as a quencher is displayed in Fig. 2~b!, where the
total pressure is the result of a mixture of 10 mTorr of pyra-
zine with various amounts of CO2 ~e.g., 20 mTorr total pres-
sure with equal amounts of pyrazine and CO2!. The overall
features of decreasing quantum yield and apparent nonzero
quantum yield at high pressure seen in Fig. 2~a! are present
here as well. The quantum yield at 10 mTorr of pure pyra-
zine agrees reasonably well with corresponding data in Fig.
2~a!; therefore, these curves clearly show the relative
quenching effectiveness of CO2 vs pyrazine. In general, the
CO2 quenching experiments show a much smaller effect on
the HCN quantum yield over a given pressure range, say
10–100 mTorr, than for the self-quenching studies, a clear
indication that CO2 is a less efficient quencher than unex-
cited pyrazine. The collisional deactivation experiments of
both Barker51 and Troe8 have convincingly demonstrated
that the quenching efficiencies of highly excited molecules
scale roughly with the ‘‘complexity’’ of the bath gas. Thus,
our observation that pyrazine is a better quencher than CO2

is not surprising. Additionally, the 248 nm data from Figs.
2~a! and 2~b! are in reasonable agreement with those ob-
tained in previous experiments.43

D. UV absorbance

The UV absorbanceAUV52 log(I/I0) of pyrazine is
found to be linear with pressure atI 059.5 mJ/cm2. Figure 3
shows that the pressure dependence of the UV absorption for
pyrazine at 248 nm is linear over a range of more than two
orders of magnitude, and similar behavior is observed at 266
nm.52 Beer’s Law relates the slope of the plots shown here to
the molar absorptivity,e, by A5(e l /RT)p, where concen-
tration is expressed in terms of pressurep, (n/V5p/RT), l is
the cell path length,R is the gas law constant, andT is the
temperature in Kelvin. Based on this data, the molar absorp-

tivity of pyrazine at 248 nm is 3.260.13103 ~L/mol! cm21.
These absorption studies are in reasonable agreement with
other measurements of the absorption coefficient of pyrazine
by Bolovinos and co-workers,53 460.33103 ~L/mol! cm21,
and those performed in our lab using a UV/Vis spectrometer,
3.960.43103 ~L/mol! cm21. Additionally, the UV absor-
bance has been found to be a linear function of laser intensity
over the range of 0–30 mJ/cm2. The basic assumption of
Beer’s Law, that absorbed light intensityDI is directly pro-
portional to the incident light intensityI 0 , is only appropri-
ate if there is no multiphoton absorption and thus adherence
to Beer’s Law for UV absorption of pyrazine in these studies
might lead one to believe that there is no multiphoton ab-
sorption. However, as seen in Fig. 4, the HCN quantum yield
after 248 nm excitation of pyrazine is intensity dependent at
high quencher gas pressure. These intensity dependent stud-
ies, described in detail in the next section, show that pyrazine
is sensitive to multiphoton absorption. For laser intensities
,30 mJ/cm2 multiphoton absorption is very small compared

FIG. 3. UV absorbance of pyrazine at 248 nm plotted as a function of
pressure. The line is a linear least squares fit to the data and shows good
adherence to Beer’s Law for UV absorption over a pressure range of more
than two orders of magnitude. Measurements were conducted at an UV laser
fluence of 9.5 mJ/cm2.

FIG. 4. Plots of the HCN quantum yield as a function of pyrazine pressure
at two different UV excitation laser intensities. The circles represent data for
a 248 nm pump laser excitation fluence of 79.8 mJ/cm2 while the diamonds
represent data from a 248 nm pump laser fluence of 9.5 mJ/cm2. Although
the HCN quantum yield at low pressure appears to be independent of pump
laser intensity, the high pressure tail is markedly different for the two sets of
data indicating that the photodissociation process is intensity dependent.
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with one-photon absorption; therefore, deviations from linear
absorption as either a function of pressure or laser intensity
in this range~,30 mJ/cm2! are difficult to observe in a direct
absorption measurement.

E. Intensity dependent SF 6-quenching of 248 nm
excited pyrazine

The HCN quantum yield as a function of total gas pres-
sure~10 mTorr pyrazine, balance SF6! for eight different UV
laser intensities ranging from 82 mJ/cm2 to 2.8 mJ/cm2 is
shown in Fig. 5. As seen in previous quenching results for
pyrazine photodissociation,43 these quenching curves show a
dramatic decline in the HCN quantum yield from 248 nm
excited pyrazine as a function of increasing pressure. While
the decline in HCN quantum yield is very rapid in the pres-
sure range from 0 to 50 mTorr the decline is much less
pronounced over the remainder of the pressure range. Note
further that in the high pressure limit the quantum yield
roughly levels off to some nonzero value. Each quenching
curve individually shows this trend, i.e., a rapid decrease in
HCN quantum yield as the pressure is initially increased and
then a leveling off and approach to some nonzero value. That

significant quenching occurs at low pressures suggests, as
reported previously, that the majority of the HCN formed in
the photodissociation process is produced quite slowly~mi-
crosecond time scale!.43 The nonzero quantum yields seen at
high quencher gas pressures are associated with a different,
faster HCN production channel that is, therefore, less easily
quenched. As can be seen clearly in Fig. 5~b!, a blow up of
the high pressure region, the asymptotic value of the high
pressure quantum yield also decreases as the excitation laser
intensity is decreased. Furthermore, the general shape of the
various quenching curves is essentially the same~only low-
ered by some factor as the intensity decreases!.

There are two significant qualitative features that are ob-
vious from inspection of the quenching curves. The first is
that the HCN quantum yields do not appear to be substan-
tially affected by the variation in 248 nm excitation intensity
at low quencher gas pressure. This is due to the fact that the
yield from the multiphoton channel is only a small fraction
~2%–7% over the fluence range studied! of the total yield in
this pressure range. The other key feature is a uniform de-
crease in the nonzero high pressure tail indicating that the
high pressure quantum yield steadily decreases as UV inten-
sity is decreased.

As seen in the CO2 quenching experiments, the quantum
yield in the SF6 quenching studies atptot510 mTorr ~ppyr

510 mTorr, pSF6
50 mTorr! agrees reasonably well with

corresponding data in Fig. 1 of Ref. 43 and Fig. 2 of this
study. In general, the SF6 quenching is less efficient than
pyrazine self-quenching over a given pressure range; how-
ever, SF6 quenching is much more effective than CO2

quenching. Again, this is as expected based on the collisional
deactivation experiments of Barker51 and Troe8 discussed
above. Pyrazine, being the most ‘‘complex’’ of the three
molecules, is the most efficient quencher; SF6 is less effi-
cient, and CO2, being the least ‘‘complex,’’ is the least ef-
fective at quenching the reaction. Additionally, these results
are in good agreement with quenching studies ofT1 pyra-
zine, which indicate that quencher efficiencies vary such that
S0 pyrazine is most efficient, followed by SF6 and CO2 in
that order.9

F. Information theoretic prior calculations

Here, the information theoretic prior functions for en-
ergy disposal in hydrogen cyanide~HCN! and some product
with the chemical formula C3H3N resulting from the 248 nm
photodissociation of pyrazine are developed. This treatment
makes use of the general formulas of Ref. 54, and equations
derived below follow the methods outlined therein.

Among the cases treated in Ref. 54 is that of unimolecu-
lar decomposition yielding a linear triatomic molecule and a
general nonlinear molecule. The special features of this case
are:~1! that the linear triatomic molecule has onlytwo rota-
tional degrees of freedom and 3n2554 vibrational degrees
of freedom and~2! the general nonlinear molecule, in the
spherical top approximation, has rotational levels that are
(2Jg11)2 degenerate. Equation~32! of Ref. 54 shows that
the multidimensional prior function for this case is

FIG. 5. Pyrazine-SF6 quenching curves showing the HCN quantum yield
@fHCN5(@HCN#/Nhn)# dependence on pressure and UV laser intensity. The
pressure is a combination of 10 mTorr of pyrazine with the balance SF6

ranging from 0 to 12 000 mTorr. The various curves arise from a difference
in UV laser fluence measured in mJ/cm2. ~a! Shows the curves over the
entire data range, while~b! is an enlargement, only showing the data ob-
tained for quantum yields less than 0.2. The lines are the result of a nonlin-
ear least squares fit to the data.
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r0~ f 1
t , f 2a

t , f 2b
t , f 3

t , f R
t , f 1

g ,...,f s
g , f R

g ;E!

5
22

p
~s17!! ~ f R

g !1/2@12 f I
t2 f I

g#1/2, ~1!

wheref represents a fraction of thetotal available energy; the
superscriptt or g indicates the ‘‘triatomic’’ or ‘‘general’’
fragment, respectively;s53n26 is the number of vibra-
tional modes in the general molecule; the subscript 1,...,s,
represents vibrational energy in the indicated mode; the sub-
script R, rotational energy of the fragment, and the subscript
I, internal energy in the fragment. For the case of pyrazine
photodissociation, the C3H3N fragment contains 7 atoms,
thuss515.

Following Eq. ~35! of Ref. 54, the prior fraction of the
total available energy, appearing as vibrational energy in the
various modes of the linear triatomic molecule~HCN!, is

r0~ f 1;3
t !5~s17!~12 f 1;3

t !s16 ~2!

for nondegenerate modesn1 andn3 and

r0~ f 2
t !5~s17!~s16! f 2

t ~12 f 2
t !s15 ~3!

for the doubly-degeneraten2 mode. The prior total vibra-
tional energy of the HCN fragment is

r0~ f V
t !5

~s17!~s16!~s15!~s14!

6
~ f V

t !3~12 f V
t !s13,

~4!

where f V
t 5 f 1

t 1 f 2a
t 1 f 2b

t 1 f 3
t . The prior rotational energy of

the HCN fragment is identical in form to Eq.~2!,

r0~ f R
t !5~s17!~12 f R

t !s16, ~5!

and the prior internal energy of the HCN fragment is

r0~ f I
t !5

~s17!~s16!~s15!~s14!~s13!

24
~ f I

t !4~12 f I
t !s12,

~6!

where f I
t5 f V

t 1 f R
t . Defining f T512 f I

t1 f I
g , the prior for

the fraction of available energy appearing as relative transla-
tional energy becomes

r0~ f T!5
~s18!

G~ 3
2!1G~s1 13

2 !
~ f T!1/2~12 f T!s111/2, ~7!

whereG is the gamma function. The prior distributions for
f 1

t , f 2
t , f 3

t , f V
t , f R

t , and f I
t are shown in Fig. 6. Average

values off i
t for i 51,2,3,R, V, and f T calculated using

^ f i&5E
0

1

f ir
0~ f i !d fi ~8!

and Eqs.~2!–~7! are consistent with the equipartition theo-
rem and are listed in Table I. The sum off I

t and f T , from
Table I reveals that the prior average fraction of the available
energy appearing as internal energy in the C3H3N fragment
is 0.717 392, since

15 f I
g1 f I

t1 f T . ~9!

Of this, according to the equipartition theorem, 0.652 174
appears as total vibrational energy and 0.065 217 as rota-
tional energy of this larger fragment.

Table I also contains the average available energy,
^Eavl&, in each HCN degree of freedom after photodissocia-
tion. Although noa priori information about the specifics of
the general product fragments in the photodissociation is re-
quired to calculate the prior functions, other than the number
of vibrational degrees of freedom, to determine the energy
available to the photofragments after dissociation, the C3H3N
product must be known. The available energy after dissocia-
tion can be calculated using

Eavl5Eint1Ehn2DHr , ~10!

whereEhn is the energy of the absorbed photon,DHr is the
enthalpy of reaction to form HCN and the specific C3H3N
product molecule, andEint is the internal energy of pyrazine
before absorption, given by

FIG. 6. Single-variable prior probability density functionsr0( f i
t), for the

HCN–C3H3N system. The curves are labeled byi 51, 2, 3,R, V, andI. 1, 2,
and 3 correspond to the three vibrational modes of HCN andR, V, and I
correspond to the rotational, total vibrational, and total internal degrees of
freedom respectively.

TABLE I. Prior average fractionsa of available energy and average available
energy in various HCN degrees of freedom from the photodissociation of
pyrazine.b

HCN degree~s! of
freedom ^ f i

t&a ^Eavl&
c ^Eavl&

d ^Eavl&
e

n1 0.043 478 1.77 6.78 11.8
n2 0.086 957 3.54 13.57 23.6
n3 0.043 478 1.77 6.78 11.8
total vibration (V) 0.173 913 7.08 27.1 47.2
rotation (R) 0.043 478 1.77 6.78 11.8
total internal (I ) 0.217 391 8.85 33.9 59.0
relative translation (T) 0.065 217 2.65 10.2 17.7

aPrior average fraction,̂f i
t&, of available energy calculated from Eq.~8!.

b^Eavl&5Eavl̂ f i
t&. Energies are given in kcal/mol.Eavl from Table II assum-

ing N-ethynyl-methylimine as the C3H3N product.
cAverage energy after a one-photon dissociation process.Eavl

540.7 kcal/mol.
dAverage energy after a two-photon dissociation process.Eavl

5156.0 kcal/mol.
eAverage energy after a three-photon dissociation process.Eavl

5271.2 kcal/mol.
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Eint5(
i 51

24
hn i

exp~hn i /kT!21
. ~11!

Using the vibrational frequencies for pyrazine from Ref. 55,
Eint5317 cm21. Table II contains values for the enthalpy of
formation (DH f), enthalpy of reaction (DHr), and available
energy (Eavl) after a one, two, and three-photon photodisso-
ciation of pyrazine to produce HCN and several possible
C3H3N products. The enthalpies are either experimentally
measured56 or the result ofab initio calculations.57 While
there are several possibilities for the C3H3N photoproduct,
N-ethynyl-methlimine has been assumed since it is the sim-
plest to form. Only two pyrazine bonds are broken to pro-
duce HCN and this product and no new bonds are formed.
Of the other possible C3H3N products, the first two possible
products, azete and cyclopropene-1-imine, were not used be-
cause of the highly constrained product forms, and the final
possible product was eliminated because several rearrange-
ment steps are necessary to produce acrylonitrile from pyra-
zine. The three remaining possibilities have very similar en-
thalpies of formation and therefore, very similar amounts of
available energy.

The predicted prior distributions for the translational en-
ergy of HCN,f T , are shown in Fig. 7 for various amounts of
available energy corresponding to three, two, and one-photon
absorption before dissociation and the production of HCN
andN-ethynyl-methylimine in the dissociation process.

IV. DISCUSSION

The experiments in this paper have been designed to
determine two facts with regard to the photodissociation of
pyrazine. The first is the lifetime of the highly vibrationally
excited pyrazine molecule before dissociation to form HCN
and other fragments. The second issue is the origin of the
‘‘prompt’’ ‘‘unquenched’’ dissociation channel and the rela-
tionship of this ‘‘prompt’’ HCN to translationally fast pho-
toproducts. The second question is addressed first using two
sets of data, the intensity dependent results and the surprisal
analysis. The information obtained in answering this ques-
tion will then be used, in part, in a detailed analysis of the
photodissociation rates.

A. ‘‘Prompt’’ dissociation, multiphoton absorption,
and fast HCN

Several features of the 248 nm intensity dependent stud-
ies deserve further discussion. Figure 8~a! shows the HCN
quantum yield at 10 mTorr total cell pressure as a function of
UV laser intensity. Based on this, one might be led to assume
that HCN production is not UV laser intensity dependent. In
reality one of the two HCN product channels is intensity
dependent, as will become clear at higher quencher gas pres-
sures; however, at these lowest pressures, the intensity de-
pendence is not easily observed because the dominant HCN
production channel at 10 mTorr is a one-photon process. As

TABLE II. Heats of formation and values for available energy after photodissociation for various C3H3N
reaction products from the 248 nm photodissociation of pyrazine to form HCN.a,b,c

Product DH f ~298 K!d DHr
e 12hnEavl

f 22hnEavl
f 32hnEavl

f

~110.7! ~96.1! 20.1 135.4 250.6

~97.8! ~83.2! 32.9 148.3 263.5

HCwC—NvCH2

N-ethynyl-methylimine
~90.1! ~75.5! 40.7 156.0 271.2

HCwC—CvNH
H

propargylimine

~82.7! ~68.1! 48.1 163.4 278.6

HCwCH HCwN
acetylene1HCN

@86.8# @72.2# 44.0 159.0 274.5

H2CvC—wN
H

acrylonitrile

~48.1!
@43.2#

~33.7!
@28.6#

82.5
87.6

197.8
202.9

313.0
318.1

aAll values are given in kcal/mol.
bValues in parentheses are based onab initio calculations from Ref. 57.
cValues in brackets are from Ref. 56.
dEnthalpy of formation to produce HCN and C3H3N product~s! at 298 K.
eReaction enthalpy used to calculate the energy available to pyrazine photoproducts after 248 nm dissociation.
fEnergy available,Eavl , to the photoproducts following dissociation of a pyrazine molecule which has absorbed
1-, 2-, or 3- 248 nm UV photons calculated according to Eq.~10!.
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a result, the intensity dependence associated with a multipho-
ton process is not detectable above the error limits associated
with the quantum yield measurements. The largest error, of
course, comes at the lowest pressures. At these very low
pressures, because the quantum yield varies rapidly with
small changes in pressure, a small error in measuring the
pressure can account for the scatter in the quantum yield in
this range. A straight line with essentially zero slope can be
drawn through the points in Fig. 8~a! indicating that the
dominant quantum yield channel is independent of laser flu-
ence at this pressure~10 mTorr pure pyrazine!. At these low-
est pressures, the quantum yield is dominated by a single
photon photodissociation process. The probability of any

multiphoton process, which must also exist at this pressure,
is expected to be much smaller than that of the single photon
process.

As total gas pressure is increased, the effects of pump
laser intensity become clear. At a total gas pressure of 1000
mTorr, as shown in Fig. 8~b!, a positive linear correlation

FIG. 7. Calculated single variable prior probability density functions for the
one, two, and three-photon dissociation of pyrazine by 248 nm UV excita-
tion. For each curve, the probability density of HCN is plotted as a function
of translational energy in kcal/mol.~a! Shows the theoretic prior function for
HCN photoproduct havingEavl5271.2 kcal/mol~i.e., the energy available
after dissociation!. This corresponds to pyrazine absorbing 3–248 nm UV
photons before dissociation.~b! Shows the theoretic prior function for an
HCN photoproduct havingEavl5156.0 kcal/mol~two-photon excitation of
pyrazine!, and~c! is the prior function for one-photon excitation of pyrazine
with Eavl540.7 kcal/mol.

FIG. 8. Cross sections of the data shown in Fig. 5. In all cases the quantum
yield of HCN is plotted as a function of 248 nm UV laser fluence in mJ/cm2.
~a! Shows the fluence dependent data at a total pressure of 10 mTorr~pure
pyrazine!. The quantum yield is essentially constant, within error limits,
showing that the primary photodissociation channel at low pressures is
largely insensitive to laser fluence. The solid line is the best linear least
squares fit to the data while the dashed line shows the predicted influence of
changing the laser fluence based on Eq.~12!. ~b! Displays the intensity
dependent data at a total gas pressure of 1000 mTorr~10 mTorr
pyrazine1990 mTorr SF6!. The circles are the measured quantum yields
while the straight line is a linear least-squares fit to the data.~c! Shows the
intensity dependent data at 10 Torr total pressure~10 mTorr
pyrazine19990 mTorr SF6!. The circles are the measured quantum yields at
10 Torr and the line is the best fit to a quadratic function@Eq. ~12!#.
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between quantum yield and pump laser intensity is observed.
As total gas pressure is continually increased, HCN is no
longer produced via the ‘‘late’’ channel, which is quenched
due to the increased gas pressure. The HCN from the prompt
channel dominates in this pressure regime and the quantum
yield is easily seen to be dependent on laser fluence. Figure
8~c! shows the HCN quantum yield as a function of laser
fluence arising from a total gas mixture of 10 Torr~10 mTorr
pyrazine, balance SF6!. This curve provides strong evidence
that a second, ‘‘prompt’’ photodissociation channel exists
and further indicates that the HCN from this channel depends
on excitation laser fluence and is, hence, the result of a mul-
tiphoton process.

Figure 8~c! provides a means of accurately determining
the amount of HCN produced from the prompt multiphoton
channel at a specific laser intensity, since all pyrazine that
would produce HCN via a one-photon process has already
been quenched in this pressure range. The HCN quantum
yields (FHCN) as a function of UV laser intensity~I lasergiven
in mJ/cm2! at a total gas pressure of 10 Torr can be fit to a
quadratic function,

FHCN5~4.431024!I laser1~7.331026!I laser
2 . ~12!

While at modest laser intensities~30 mJ/cm2! the multipho-
ton quantum yield is small (f;0.02),43 as the laser fluence
increases this channel becomes more dominant. At laser flu-
ences of 200 mJ/cm2, Eq. ~12! predicts a multiphoton HCN
quantum yield of approximately 0.40, making the multipho-
ton processes much more easily detectable, even at low
quencher gas pressures. This observation is in agreement
with intensity studies performed by Chesko and Lee42 who
observed that multiphoton effects were easily detected at
these laser intensities.

Several features of the surprisal analysis are also worthy
of further note. First, the three translational prior functions
agree extremely well with recent molecular beam studies of
the 248 nm photodissociation of pyrazine to form HCN.41 In
the molecular beam experiments three different HCN ‘‘chan-
nels,’’ 27-A, 27-B, and 27-C, have been observed which cor-
relate very well with these predicted three, two, and one-
photon prior functions, respectively.

A second key feature of the surprisal analysis is that the
high velocity HCN is predicted to be primarily associated
with the multiphoton channels. In the case of one-photon
absorption where only 40.7 kcal/mol of energy is available to
the photoproducts after dissociation, essentially all the HCN
molecules have less than 6 kcal/mol of translational energy,
with an average relative translational energy of 2.65 kcal/
mol. This is only about four times the amount of translational
energy available at room temperature (RT50.596
kcal/mol, T5300 K). In the case of HCN produced after the
absorption of two-photons@Fig. 7~b!#, however, a maximum
translational energy release of about 40 kcal/mol with an
average of 10.2 kcal/mol is calculated, and the three-photon
process produces HCN with even greater translational ener-
gies @see Fig. 7~a!#. In this instance, as seen in Fig. 7~a!,
HCN photoproducts possess a maximum translational energy
of roughly 60 kcal/mol and an average of 17.7 kcal/mol.

According to this surprisal analysis, most of the high veloc-
ity HCN produced in the photodissociation of pyrazine at
248 nm results from multiphoton absorption.

These two pieces of data taken together provide key in-
formation about the photodissociation of pyrazine to form
HCN. The intensity dependent studies show that the
‘‘prompt’’ ‘‘unquenched’’ channel is the result of multipho-
ton absorption. Additionally, the surprisal analysis shows
that the HCN photoproducts with high velocity are associ-
ated primarily with two and three-photon absorption. Thus,
the HCN photoproducts with large amounts of translational
energy come from the ‘‘prompt’’ ‘‘unquenched’’ dissocia-
tion channel. As shown below, a quantitative analysis of the
data indicates that the multiphoton channels constitute less
than 3% of the photoproducts at low to moderate UV laser
fluence.

B. Detailed photodissociation kinetics

The quenching data can be used to estimate the first
order rate constant for the photoproduction of HCN and
hence the lifetime of the hot donor. The simplest approach
towards a kinetic analysis of the data ignores any additional
fragmentation channels such as the multiphoton channel or
one which would produce 2 HCN molecules and assumes
only the dominant decomposition channel producing a single
HCN. While this analysis is only strictly valid for systems at
the lowest laser intensities, it provides a good starting point
for the analysis. This scheme is described by

Pyrazine1hn→PyrazineE8, ~13!

PyrazineE8 ——→
kd1

HCN1C3H3N, ~14!

PyrazineE81Q→
kq

PyrazineE82DE1QDE, ~15!

whereQ is the quencher gas species~either Pyrazine, SF6, or
CO2! and E8 is the energy of the excited donor molecule.
Note that this is essentially the Lindemann mechanism for
thermal unimolecular reactions, where optical excitation
rather than collisional activation has been used to create the
highly excited molecules.

In terms of Eqs.~14! and~15!, the strong collision model
states that PyrazineE82DE is not susceptible to dissociation,
whereE82DE is less thanE0 , the critical energy needed for
dissociation. Furthermore,kq is the gas kinetic collision rate
constant, and the mean time between collisions istcoll

51/kq@Q#. Using this simplest model, the kinetics~for long
times after pyrazine excitation! predict a linear relationship
that relates the HCN quantum yield,f, to the mean collision
time by

1

f
5

Nabs

NHCN
5

kq@Q#1kd1

kd1
5

td

tcoll
11, ~16!

where td51/kd1 is the dissociation lifetime andtcoll

51/kq@Q# is the mean collision time. The slope of a plot of
1/f vs 1/tcoll yields the dissociation lifetime,td , with an
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intercept of unity. Applying this model to the pyrazine data
gives the linear fits shown in Fig. 9~a!. The lifetime for pyra-
zine with 37 910 cm21 of internal energy,td543ms, is an
order of magnitude greater than that for the same molecule
with 40 640 cm21 internal energy,td54.3ms. Keeping in
mind that the figure displays inverse mean collision time, the
linear behavior for this data is found over the rangetcoll

50.45– 109ms for 248 nm excitation and tcoll

51.2– 160ms for 266 nm excitation. An alternative arrange-
ment of Eq.~16! which is directly proportional to the mean
collision time is

f

12f
5

tcoll

td
. ~17!

In this case, the slope of a plot of (f/12f) vs tcoll yields the

inverse of the dissociation lifetime, 1/td . Figure 9~b! shows a
plot of the experimental data giving a value oftd585ms for
266 nm excitation and 4ms for 248 nm excitation. The fit of
the data to Eq. ~17! is linear over the rangetcoll

50.09– 6.7ms for 248 nm andtcoll50.08– 43ms for 266
nm. While the values for pyrazine dissociation after 248 nm
absorption are essentially the same, the values for 266 nm
pyrazine dissociation differ by a factor of nearly 2. Obvi-
ously, these two plots should yield the same results for the
dissociation lifetime since they are simply mathematical re-
arrangements of the same expression; however, this is only
necessarily true if the model used to describe the processes is
complete. The model used here only allows for one possible
dissociation pathway and in that dissociation pathway the
maximum quantum yield has been defined as unity. It is clear
from the data that the maximum HCN quantum yield value
for the 266 nm data is much less than one by nearly a factor
of 2. If this factor of 2 is accounted for properly, the appli-
cation of Eqs.~16! and~17! to the 266 nm data give the same
result. Additionally, because inclusion of all the data pro-
duces a plot that is nonlinear, one must arbitrarily choose the
linear region of the data, a distinct shortcoming of this
model. The deviation from linearity is primarily the result of
including only one dissociation pathway accessible to pyra-
zine, as discussed above. Furthermore, while the intercept for
248 nm excitation is exactly according to model prediction,
the intercept for 266 nm excitation using Eq.~16! is signifi-
cantly greater than 1. While the next model addresses these
problems, it should be noted that the long lifetimes estimated
using both models are remarkably similar.

A model that is adequate to describe all of the data pre-
sented in this paper requires more than one unimolecular
dissociation channel. In order to account for a quantum yield
that rises above unity, a channel must be added that produces
two HCN molecules and C2H2 as the fragments. This chan-
nel has a lifetime that is much longer than the primary
‘‘late’’ channel producing a single HCN (kd2s51.160.2
3103 s21). This rate constant was determined by using a
kinetic analysis similar to the one above, simply replacing
HCN with C2H2 and then using the experimentally measured
quantum yields for C2H2 rather than HCN to obtainkd2s .
One might wonder why the 2-HCN mechanism is not the
primary photodissociation mechanism. There are two reasons
why this channel is not a principal pathway. While acetylene
is detected as mentioned earlier, not enough is observed to
support a major role for this step (fC2H2

50.03), and data

modeling using a kinetic scheme with this as the only disso-
ciation pathway does not produce convincingly better fits.
The second added channel involves ‘‘prompt’’ dissociation
to produce HCN, a step that will not be as easily quenched
because of the short lifetime of the excited pyrazine. This
channel is the result of pyrazine undergoing multiphoton ab-
sorption before dissociation as discussed above. The follow-
ing kinetic scheme is the result of these additions to the
model:

FIG. 9. Quantum yield~f! measurements for excited pyrazine quenched by
unexcited pyrazine are presented using a strong collision model. Yields for
248 nm excitation are displayed by circles while 266 nm excitation is rep-
resented with diamonds. The lines are best linear least-squares fits to the
data.~a! Plots of the inverse HCN quantum yield (1/f) vs inverse mean
collision time (1/tcoll). The slope, as predicted by Eq.~16! provides a value
of 2.33105 s21 and 2.33104 s21 ~248 and 266 nm excitation, respectively!
for the first-order photodissociation rate constant.~b! Displaysf/1-f as a
function of mean collision time (tcoll). In this case, as determined by Eq.
~17!, the slope provides values of 2.53105 s21 and 1.23104 s21 ~248 and
266 nm excitation, respectively! for the first-order photodissociation rate
constant. Differences in the values oftd derived from~a! vs ~b! demonstrate
the failings of a model that incorporates only one possible photodissociation
channel.
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Pyrazine1hn ——→ PyrazineE8 one-photon laser excitation,

PyrazineE81hn ——→ Pyrazine2E8 multiphoton laser excitation,

Pyrazine2E8 ——→
kd1p

HCN1C3H3N ‘‘prompt’’ dissociation,

Pyrazine2E81Q ——→
kqp

PyrazineE82DE1QDE quenching of high energy species,

PyrazineE8 ——→
kd1s

HCN1C3H3N ‘‘late’’ dissociation,

PyrazineE8 ——→
kd2s

2HCN1C2H2 ‘‘late’’ dissociation,

PyrazineE81Q ——→
kqs

PyrazineE82DE1QDE quenching of low energy species.

The time dependent behavior of the PyrazineE8, the
Pyrazine2E8, and the HCN species can be readily obtained
from the differential equations describing the kinetic scheme,

@Pyr2E8#5@Pyr2E8#0e2gt, g5kd1p1kqp@Q#,

@PyrE8#5@PyrE8#0e2g8t, g85kd1s1kd2s1kqs@Q#,
~18!

@HCN#5
kd1p

g
@Pyr2E8#0~12e2gt!

1
kd1s12kd2s

g8
@PyrE8#0~12e2g8t!.

The total number of photons absorbed per unit volume by
pyrazine (Nhn) is given by

Nhn5@PyrE8#012@Pyr2E8#0 ,
~19!

Nhn5~12a!Nhn1aNhn ,

wherea is a measure of the amount of multiphoton absorp-
tion and aNhn/25@Pyr2E8#0 , while (12a)Nhn5@PyrE8#0 .
Substituting Eqs.~19! into Eqs.~18! gives

@Pyr2E8#5
a

2
Nhne2gt, g5kd1p1kqp@Q#,

@PyrE8#5~12a!Nhne2g8t, g85kd1s1kd2s1kqs@Q#,

~20!

@HCN#5
kd1p

g

a

2
Nhn~12e2gt!

1
kd1s12kd2s

g8
~12a!Nhn~12e2g8t!.

At long times this can be rearranged to give

f5
@HCN#

Nhn
5

kd1p

g
f p1

kd1s12kd2s

g8
f s ,

~21!

f p5
@Pyr2E8#0

Nhn
5

a

2
; f s5

@PyrE8#0

Nhn
5~12a!.

In this expression forf, the first term,kd1pf p /g, is associ-
ated with the ‘‘prompt’’ ‘‘unquenched’’ channel. Regardless

of the pressure used in the present experiments, this term is
not eliminated and is, therefore, essentially constant with re-
spect to the collision rate (g;kd1p@kqp@Q#). This term can
be identified as the quantum yield for the unquenched chan-
nel, fu' f p . Such a definition is consistent with the idea of
an ‘‘unquenched channel’’ since all the pyrazine excited ini-
tially by the UV light to Pyr2E8 becomes HCN, and the pro-
duction of Pyr2E8 requires the absorption of two photons;
thus,

fu5
@HCN#promp

Nhn
5

@Pyr2E8#0

Nhn
5 f p .

As has been discussed above, this ‘‘prompt’’ channel is
pump laser intensity dependent and its quantum yield,fu ,
can be estimated for 248 nm dissociation using Eq.~12! to
give a value of fu50.0260.01 ~laser fluence of 9.5
mJ/cm2!.

Equation~21! can then be rearranged expressingf as a
function of tcoll ,

f5S 1

fm
1

td

tcoll
D 21

1fu , ~22!

wheretd51/(kd1s12kd2s) f s is the effective lifetime of ex-
cited pyrazine, fm5(kd1s12kd2s) f s/(kd1s1kd2s) is the
maximum quantum yield from the ‘‘late’’ channel in the
absence of quenching, andtcoll51/kqs@Q# is the mean hard
sphere collision time. To allow for easier comparison with
the earlier model@described by Eq.~16!#, we rearrange this
to

1

f2fu
5

td

tcoll
1

1

fm
, ~23!

which simplifies to Eq.~16! if there is neither a ‘‘prompt’’
channel (fu50) or a 2 HCN channel~fm51, kd2s50!. In
this kinetic analysis, the dissociation lifetime,td , reflects the
overall lifetime for the ‘‘late’’ channel. Disregardingkd1p for
the moment,fm can range fromf s(kd1s@kd2s) to 2 f s(kd1s

!kd2s) depending on the competition between the two
‘‘late’’ channels identified above.

Equation~22! forms the basis for a three-parameter, non-
linear least squares fit that determinestd , fm , and fu for
each data set in the self-quenching, and SF6 and CO2
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quenching groups of data. Figure 10 displays the resulting
fits, and Table III summarizes the parameters. The 248 nm
excited pyrazine lifetime of 6.260.4ms derived from this
data is in good agreement with the results of previous studies
~6.6 ms!,43 in spite of the fact that more channels have been
considered in this analysis. This is one indication that these
additional channels are responsible for only a small fraction

of the overall HCN yield. Note also that the lifetime for
pyrazine excited to 37 910 cm21 is even longer than this
~;70 ms!, highlighting the fact that these molecules with
‘‘chemically significant’’ amounts of internal energy can live
for a very long time before fragmenting, especially near the
reaction threshold energy.

The pyrazine dissociation rate under self-quenching con-
ditions is smaller (1.693105 s21) than for either SF6 quench-
ing (7.273105 s21) or CO2 quenching (8.333105 s21) fol-
lowing 248 nm excitation. This is the same trend observed
for self-quenching and CO2 quenching after 266 nm excita-
tion, 1.333104 s21 ~self! and 3.443104 s21~CO2!, respec-
tively. This is again consistent with the earlier qualitative
observation that both SF6 and CO2 are less effective than
unexcited pyrazine at quenching excited pyrazine, and is
merely a consequence of applying the strong collision model
indiscriminately to all quenchers. The strong collision model
is certainly most appropriate for a bath gas which carries
away a large amount of energy upon each collision, and
hence the rate constant extracted from the pyrazine self-
quenching data is the most reliable value in the context of the
strong collision model. Because higher pressures of either
SF6 or CO2 are required to be as effective as pyrazine at
quenching fragmentation, the dissociation rates for pyrazine
derived from the SF6 and CO2 data are larger, a result of the
strong collision model. Because unexcited pyrazine is the
most efficient strong collision partner of the three, the disso-
ciation rate constant from self-quenching data is then anup-
per limit for the dissociation process; in other words, the
‘‘true’’ dissociation rate for pyrazine must be even smaller
than measured here! Thus, the lifetime of the excited pyra-
zine is even longer than 6.2 and 66ms for 248 nm and 266
nm excitation, respectively. Note also that thedifferencesin
the lifetime between self quenching and CO2 quenching are
smaller at 37 910 cm21 than at 40 640 cm21 indicating ~as
expected! that pyrazine is much closer to its critical energy,
E0 , for fragmentation to form HCN at 37 910 cm21 than at
40 640 cm21.

This second model provides a reasonable basis for ana-
lyzing results wherefm is unity or even greater than unity;
however, for the 266 nm self-quenching datafm falls well
below 1 (fm50.52). For these results to make sense, there
must be some ‘‘dark’’ channel that does not produce HCN
available to pyrazine excited by 266 nm radiation. It is pos-
sible that pyrazine withEint537 910 cm21 is so close toE0 ,
the energy threshold for dissociation, that the excited pyra-
zine is distributed on both sides ofE0 reflecting the thermal
energy spread of initially unexcited pyrazine. 266 nm exci-
tation also provides the longest dissociation lifetimes,'70
ms; this time scale is in the range of IR fluorescence lifetimes
for highly vibrationally excited states. Photodissociation at
even the lowest pressures may, thus, be in competition with
radiative quenching processes.1–3,39,58 This effect has been
ignored in the present analysis, as have wall collisions. Both
of these effects will lead to an apparentfm,1.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work combines both experimental and theoretical
studies to provide greater insight into the dissociation of

FIG. 10. Quantum yield displayed as a function of the mean collision time
for ~a! self-quenching studies,~b! CO2-quenching studies, and~c!
SF6-quenching. Circles are for 248 nm excitation while diamonds are for
266 nm excitation. The solid lines are the result of a three-parameter, non-
linear least-squares fit to the data using Eq.~22!. The results of this nonlin-
ear fit are summarized in Table III. These data provide a value of 1.69
3105 s21 and 1.333104 s21 for the first order photodissociation rate con-
stant for self-quenching 248 and 266 nm studies, respectively; 8.33
3105 s21 and 3.443104 s21 for CO2 quenching 248 and 266 nm studies,
respectively; and 7.273105 s21 for SF6 quenching 248 nm studies. Quantum
yield measurements obtained for 248 nm and 266 nm excitation were con-
ducted at an UV laser fluence of 9.5 mJ/cm2 and 5.0 mJ/cm2, respectively.
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highly vibrationally excited azabenzenes, in particular pyra-
zine, following absorption of UV laser radiation. Experimen-
tally, the HCN quantum yield has been measured using high
resolution IR diode probing of the HCN photoproduct as a
function of quencher gas pressure and UV laser intensity. At
low pressures, the effect of changing UV pump laser inten-
sity on quantum yields is small, while at high pressures the
HCN quantum yield shows a strong positive correlation with
changes in pump laser fluence. This quenching study pro-
vides a highly sensitive means of observing photodissocia-
tion via a multiphoton channel. Additionally, the amount of
HCN produced via an ‘‘unquenched’’ multiphoton process
can be determined if the intensity of the pump laser is
known. The extreme sensitivity of this quenching approach
to the study of multiphoton absorption is a direct result of the
fact that at high quencher gas pressures all one-photon pho-
tochemistry can be essentially eliminated.

Additionally, the information theoretic prior functions
for energy disposal in the photodissociation of pyrazine to
form HCN and C3H3N have been developed. These surprisal
distributions correspond nicely with previous molecular
beam studies of this dissociation;41 further, they correlate
most of the high velocity HCN with two- and three-photon
dissociation processes. Essentially, all fast moving HCN
is predicted to come from pyrazine that has undergone
multiphoton absorption, while all HCN produced from
pyrazine that has absorbed only one-photon is predicted
to have a relatively small amount of translational energy
~,6 kcal/mol, ^E&52.65 kcal/mol!, about four times the
average translational energy at room temperature~RT
50.596 kcal/mol,T5300 K!.

Finally, IR diode probing of the HCN photoproduct in
the dissociation of pyrazine has been used to determine the
HCN quantum yield at both 248 nm and 266 nm. A hard
collision kinetic model of the data has been employed to
determine the time scale of the dissociation process~6.2
60.4ms and 6664 ms following 248 nm and 266 nm exci-
tation, respectively!.

The effect of HCN, produced by both single and multi-
photon absorption, on the energy transfer dynamics in

pyrazine/CO2 mixtures excited by 248 and 266 nm laser ra-
diation, is discussed in the following paper.
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